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The six major techniques used heretofore for the swept-sinusoid measurement of air column 
input impedances are first reviewed, after which the basic theory of a new impedance head 
'design that requires no servo mechanism is outlined. In this simple device, a low-cost 
piezoelectric disk is used as the primary flow excitation source, and the resulting response 
pressure is detected by a similarly inexpensive miniature electret microphone. Detailed 
experimental tests of the device are presented. Analysis of these tests shows that, up to about 
5000 Hz, essentially no calibration corrections are needed; furthermore, the driver impedance 
is so high that its perturbations of the air column are experimentally negligible. A detailed 
mathematical analysis of the major finite-impedance, displaced-microphone, and higher-mod e 
perturbations associated with the driving disk itself is set forth, and an outline of general 
procedures for obtaining the absolute calibration of any air column impedance head is given. 
PACS numbers: 43.85.Bh, 43.85.Vb, 43.75.Ef, 43.75.Fg 

INTRODUCTION 

Input impedance (the complex ratio of a pair of general- 
ized effort and flow variables) as it is measured and calculat- 
cA at some driving point on a dynamical system is of great 
importance in acoustics because this function is the basis for 
efficient methods for determining the interaction of any sys- 
tem with any other one that may be coupled to it. Adding to 
the usefulness of this function is the fact that a number of 
reciprocity relations are available that relate an effort or flow 
variable imposed on the system at one point to the resulting 
disturbance observed at another point. 

Because of its importance, numerous impedance mea- 
surement techniques have been devised over the last 40 or $0 
years. We will restrict our attention in this article to swept- 
sinusoid techniques for the measurement of the input imped- 
ance of elongated, essentially one-dimensional waveguides 
of the sort that are commonly found in musical wind instru- 
ments. No attempt will be made to present a complete and 
detailcA description of all the measurement techniques that 
have been used in the past or those that are used today. It 
will, however, prove useful to our purpose to outline some of 
the main techniques and comment on them, providing the 
reader with a view of the setting in which our new version 
developed, a version whose properties we present here inso- 
far as they relate to the swept-sinusoid measurement meth- 
od. The usefulness of essentially the same equipment for im- 
pulse-response measurements is briefly discusscA in Refs. 1 
and 2. 

Nor reasons that will be discusscA in detail in Sec. V, it 
turns out that none of the standard methods is as well adapt- 
cA to measurements at frequencies lying near the impedance 
minima of a lightly damped air column as they are to those 

around the impedance maxima. It is very fortunate for our 
own special interests (the study of the cane-reed and lip-reed 
musical wind instruments) that oscillation is maintaincA by 
means of regenerative interactions of the reed and air col- 
umn that are strongest at frequencies lying near the maxima 
of the air column impedance function. It is only in the flute 
family that the regeneration processes center their acti•)ities 
on the impedance minima (or better, admittance maxima). 

Section I outlines the significant features of all the major 
types of impedance head that have come into common use, 
ending with the piezoelectric drive device whose properties 
and validation are the major subject of this report. Section II 
outlines the basic theory of the new impedance head when it 
is used under continuous-wave conditions of excitation. Ex- 
perimental tests of the impedance head are then described in 
Sec. III. The impedance heads discusscA in this report all 
share the property that the driving source and the measuring 
microphone are (for mechanical reasons) necessarily dis- 
placed from one another along the axis of the air column to 
be measured. Strictly speaking then, a transfer impedance is 
measured rather than a driving point impedance. For low 
frequencies (where the inter-transducer spacing is a small 
fraction of the wavelength), one would expect the measured 
transfer function to agree well with the desired driving point 
impedance. This is usually (but not always) true, while in- 
creasingly important corrections must be made at higher fre- 
quencies. These matters are discusscA in detail in Sec. IV for 
the three most important transducer configurations. The 
main part of this article is concluded in Sec. V, where the 
preceding sections are correlated in a discussion of general 
methods for the absolute calibration of an impedance head. 
An Appendix is devoted to an outline of the perturbations 
produced in the impedance measurements caused by unde- 
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sired excitation of higher modes of the piezoelectric driving 
disk. 

I. IMPEDANCE HEADS 

A. The servo-controlled capillary-drive Impedance 
head 

The earliest of the really precise impedance measure- 
ment systems for musical purposes was developed during the 
1950s by Earle Kent and his co-workers in the laboratory 
which was then maintained by C. C}. Corm Ltd. in Elkhart, 
Indiana. This apparatus made use of a servo-controlled, 
loudspeaker driver to force an essentially constant flow sig- 
nal through any one of several types of capillary into the 
driving point (normally the mouthpiece) of the air column 
under study. The resulting pressure-response signal was 
then picked up by a microphone that was also placed in the 
mouthpiece. Since impedance Z is defined as pressure/flow 
and the excitory flow amplitude into the air column was 
servo controlled to be constant, a plot of the observed pres- 
sure signal against excitation frequency could be calibrated 
to display IZ(f) I directly on an x-y or strip-chart recorder. 

For commercial reasons it was not possible to publish 

descriptions of the equipment, although in 1947 a precursor 
of it was described in the articles of Webster • and Long. 4 In 
the years following 1956, however, one of us (AHB) was 
privileged to see the equipment and some of the data ob- 
tained with it. Figure 1, which illustrates the sophisticated 
technique of these pioneering workers, presents a cornet im- 
pedance curve obtained in 1961 by Kent's associate R. Can- 
non at C. G. Conn Ltd. At the impedance maxima, this 
equipment could measure magnitudes to within about 0.5 
dB at frequencies known within a small fraction of a percent. 
It is important to recognize that the accuracy of these mea- 
surements was comparable to the precision just described. 5 

The design of the original impedance measuring equip- 
ment setup used in Cleveland in 1963 was strongly in- 
fluenced by the vacuum-tube-operated Conn apparatus and 
was intended to exploit via transistorized electronics the ex- 
perience that had been gained in Elkhart. 6 

The next significant evolutionary step in the develop- 
ment of the capillary-drive impedance device was taken in 
1974 by John Backus. 7 The special feature of his new version 
was a particularly well-documented and easily constructed 
capillary that has since become the first choice of everyone? 

Today, the most sophisticated and precisely calibrated 
system of the capillary-drive type is that built by Ren6 Caus- 
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FIG. l..Input impedance curve measured at the mouthpiece of a cornet, as measured at C. G. Conn Ltd. in 1961. 
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s6 at IRCAM in Paris?'•ø Making use of a capillary structure 
very similar to that introduced by Baekus, it is one of the few 
air column impedance setups whose precision matches or 
exceeds that of the original Corm version. 

Note that even though it proves possible to assure that 
the excitory flow is of accurately known and essentially fre- 
quency-independent magnitude, the phase behavior of any 
capillary driver is extremely complicated (as explained in 
Sec. IV C). It is, therefore, not practical to use it for mea- 
surements of anything more than the magnitude of an acous- 
tical impedance. 

B. The velocity-servo magnetic-drive impedance head 
A' second approach to the problem of measuring the 

impedances (or admittances) of musical air columns is (at 
least in American musical acoustics circles) descended from 
a design by John Coltman. U At approximately the same 
time that Coltman made his design, a sophisticated version 
of this type of apparatus was independently developed by 
Tomas Salava, who also earfled out a thorough analysis of its 
governing theory.•2-• In both approaches the flow-produc- 
ing drive "piston" is magnetically driven by currents flowing 
in a voice coil. The piston's velocity is monitored in the Colt- 
man-descended version via the EMF set up in a second coil 
mounted on it and immersed in its own magnetic field. An 
aecelerometer/integrator is used for this purpose in the Sa- 
lava version. In either ease, the desired flow-stimulus signal 
is deducible in terms of the known area and controlled veloc- 
ity of the piston, while the pressure response signal is ob- 
tained as before by a microphone placed nearby in the air 
column. Coltman used his equipment without a servo and 
obtained admittance data (both the real and the imaginary 
parts) point by point. A direct descendent of this device was 
built in Cleveland in 1970; in it, the velocity signal was stabi- 
lized by means of a servo (as in the Salava design) and the 
pressure response was recorded on a strip-chart recorder. 6 
Because excitory flow and pressure-response data are both 
directly accessible, high-precision phase measurements are 
always possible, and separate plotting of the real and imagi- 
nary parts of the impedance is readily earfled out. 

Singh and Schary •6 independently devised a somewhat 
similar impedance head that used an aeeelerometer on the 
drive piston, in the manner of Salava. Data presented in their 
report show that this device functioned reasonably well, al- 
though it does not appear to have been as thoroughly investi- 
gated. Singh and Schary also describe an earlier version. 
Here, instead of directly monitoring the piston motion with a 
pickup coil or accelerometer, they measured the pressure 
signal produced in a known cavity by the motion of the back 
side of the piston. For reasons that will become clear from 
the implications of Sees. II and V, this device as constructed 
did not work very well, being influenced strongly by system 
parameters that are neither well defined nor easily measured 
(see their Fig. 3). 

C. The ionophone-driven impedance head 
In the years 1962-1975, Frans Fransson in Stockholm 

devised, and later developed with the collaboration of Erik 

Jansson, a transducer based on the properties of a corona 
discharge taking place between two closely spaced elec- 
trodes? While this transducer will function as a micro- 
phone, we consider here only the fact that it can serve as a 
well-defined and compact acoustical source if the de excita- 
tion of the corona is modulated with an audio-frequency sig- 
nal voltage. Because it behaves as a true constant-vOlume 
flow source over a wide frequency range, no servo is needed 
for its proper functioning as the exciter in an impedance 
head. One need only arrange the electrodes in a plug at the 
driving point and place a microphone in its immediate neigh- 
borhood. It is clear that phase information is preserved, so 
that measurements of both parameters of a complex imped- 
ance can readily be made. 

While the ionophone can serve as an elegant and de- 
pendable excitation source and can be made to function quite 
well even in the regions of the impedance minima, it appears 
to have been used very little outside the originating laborato- 
ry. Is During the summer of 1984, however, one of us (AHB) 
had the opportunity to personally verify the precision and 
convenience of a self-contained impedance apparatus based 
on the ionophone that was designed by Karel Dekan of the 
Acoustics Department of the Czechoslovak Musical Instru- 
ment Research Laboratory in Hradec Kralove. Examples of 
this equipment have been used regularly in Czechoslovakia 
for research and instructional purposes for several years. 

D. The Merhaut impedance head 

The impedance head described by Josef Merhaut •9 is 
quite similar in principle to the apparatus described above, 
although the details are quite different. In this device the 
flow source is a diaphragm placed across the duct at the 
driving point and acoustically excited from behind by a loud- 
speaker horn driver (which may be placed at some distance 
away and connected via a duet containing some damping). 
Placed closely behind this diaphragm is an insulated planar 
grid that functions in conjunction with the drive diaphragm 
as a condenser microphone. The time-differentiated signal 
from this microphone serves as an accurate measure of the 
volume velocity of the diaphragm, and SO is available to con- 
trol a servo-feedback system. Merhaut reported on this de- 
sign at the Cleveland ASA meeting in 1968, and within a 
month one had been built, tested, and put to routine use in 
the Cleveland laboratory. • Until very recently, the original 
apparatus served as the laboratory workhorse, with other 
versions being constructed for special purposes as an adjunct 
to several capillary- and Coltman-type impedance heads. 

The light diaphragm of the Merhaut driver in its origi- 
nal form implies that very nearly the only acoustical load on 
the exeitory loudspeaker is that imposed by the air column 
under test. This can lead to problems of two kinds. First of 
all, the input impedances of many lightly damped air col- 
umns can change by as much as a factor of 104 between 
minima and maxima, and so make heavy demands on the 
loop gain and dynamic range of the servo-controller. See- 
ond, the finite relaxation time required for an air column to 
come to equilibrium after any change in its exeitory condi- 
tions means that an additional exponential lag function has 
been introduced into the inherently nonlinear Servo feed- 
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back loop, which may then oscillate about its set point with a 
frequency controlled by the lag time. The first of these possi- 
ble difficulties need not cause any trouble if the servo-con- 
troller is properly designed, but the second is inherently un- 
avoidable unless one is prepared to install an adjustable lead 
network and reset it from time to time during the frequency 
sweep. However, both problems may be sidestepped very 
easily: All that is required is first to interpose a length of 
tubing between the loudspeaker and diaphragm, inside of 
which a small amount of fiberglass damping has been placed, 
and then to increase the inertance of the diaphragm by mak- 
ing it a composite of metallized Mylar and 1-mm-thick Neo- 
prene sheeting. The additional (light!) damping makes sure 
that resonance effects on the upstream side are kept small, 
and the increased inertance and dissipation of the diaphragm 
add a significant load that largely swamps the fluctuating 
contribution of the air column, and so reduces the destabiliz- 
ing phase-shift fluctuations produced by the air column in 
the control loop. 

Both the magnitude and the phase (or the real and 
imaginary aspects) of the air column impedance can readily 
be measured with the Merhaut apparatus, and the frequen- 
cies of resonant peaks and dips can also be found (at least for 
cylindrical-entryway air columns) by phase-null methods of 
very great sensitivity. 

E. The hot-wire anemometer-baaed Impedance head 
Pratt et al.2ø'2• describe an impedance measuring system 

that is similar to the Coltman and Methaut devices in that 
the magnitude of the imposed flow signal is monitored so 
that it can be used as a phase reference during the measure- 
ment of a complex impedance. However, in its actual config- 
uration, the impedance head of Pratt et al. is quite different 
from all the others in that the flow is not directly measured. 
Rather it is deduced from the readings of an elaborately cali- 
brated hot-wire anemometer. Because the cooling effect of 
air flowing past a wire is a nonlinear function of its speed 
rather than its velocity, it is only possible to measure a sinu- 
soidal (ac) flow variation by superposing it on a steady (de) 
flow directed along the axis ofac motion. Care must be taken 
that this dc flow be sufficiently large that residual nonlinear 
effects (in both the transducer and the air column!) will not 
distort the interpretation of the observed impedance func- 
tion; however, flow that is big enough for this purpose can 
produce flow noise and certain second-order effects in the 
measured impedance. 

In the device described by Pratt et al., these analytical 
complexities are dealt with by use of a computer-controlled 
system that (among many other things) applies the (still 
somewhat nonlinear) anemometer correction to the instan- 
taneous measured flow waveform to extract the true driving 
sinusoid. Such things as random flow noise are also accepta- 
bly removed by the computer system, which averages twelve 
cycles of the observed and corrected waveforms at each driv- 
ing frequency before calculating the corresponding value of 
the impedance. In other words, the equivalent Q of the mea- 
suring system itseft taken as a bandpass filter is about 12. 

When validation tests (of the sort outlined in Sec. III of 
the present article) are applied to the data given by Pratt et 

aL •ø there is an unexplained calibration shift of 50% in im- 
pedance magnitude and several degrees of phase over the 
100-1000-Hz frequency range of their primary interest. 
However, progressively elaborated and refined versions of 
this impedance head have continued to be used in Professor 
Bowsher's laboratory. 

F. The massive-piston, servo-less Impedance head 
All of the impedane head drivers described above (ex- 

cept for the ionophone driver) require the use of a monitor- 
ing device and servo-controller of considerable sophistica- 
tion. The possibility that a servo-less driver might be devised 
has always seemed attractive, but not always very practical. 
In essence, the problem is to find a driver whose dynamical 
behavior is inherently stable and well defined, and simple 
enough for detailed analysis. That is, a driver is needed 
whose structure is of sufficient massiveness or stiffness that 

perturbations of its motion by the driven air column are neg- 
ligible. 

Several systems that appeared to meet these require- 
merits were investigated by one of us (AHB) in the years 
between 1968 and 1979. The most promising one will be 
described next as a convenient introduction to the device 
whose properties are analyzed in the main body of this arti- 
cle. 

Consider a small (6.35-mm diam, 50 mm long) Alnico 
rod magnet placed along the axis of a solenoid and its sur- 
rounding magnetic return. It is elastically supported in such 
a way that one end of it serves as the drive piston for the air 
column whose impedance is to be measured. An annular ring 
of RTV rubber provides both hermetic sealing and shear 
elasticity at the air column end of the magnet, while a similar 
ring at the other end preserves the alignment and provides an 
additional elastic restoring force for the vibrating piston. In 
accordance with preliminary estimates, the natural frequen- 
cy of oscillation of this driver piston turns out to be in the 
range of 500 or 600 Hz, with a Q of 4 or 5. Also it turns out 
that with proper design, the driving coil gives adequate exci- 
tation of the air column with the expenditure of only 1 or 2 W 
of power at a convenient impedance level. 

Analysis similar to that outlined in Sec. II below and test 
procedures analogous to those described in Sec. III show 
that this extremely massive driver that has a relatively low 
resonance frequency can indeed be made useful. All that is 
required is an easily constructed singie-dip notch filter 
whose response curve cancels the resonance peak of the 
transducer response. Despite this favorable initial appear- 
ance, the driver proves to be not entirely satisfactory, chiefly 
because the large moving mass makes it vulnerable to large 
perturbations due to the support structure (see the discus- 
sion of such effects in connection with Fig. 4). It is also likely 
to pass unacceptable amounts of stray vibrational signal to 
the primary pressure measuring microphone. 

About the time that the limitations of the moving-mag- 
net driver were becoming apparent, various forms of the pie- 
zoelectric "beeper" became available in the retail and hob- 
byist electronics market at a cost of only $2 or $3 each. At the 
same time, the electret microphone had established itself as a 
dependable, low cost, and easily installed piece of acoustical 
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equipment, and we were led to consider the possible useful- 
ness of both in the measurement of air column input im- 
pedances. 

We may anticipate once again the analysis of Sec. II by 
asserting that a figure of merit K for a nonservo piston driver 
is (M/Q) (11/X) 2. Here, the moving mass of the driver pis- 
ton is M, with an effective piston area •, while the resonance 
frequency is 11 and the "quality factor" is Q. Despite its 
much smaller mass and larger piston area, the piezo disk's 
high resonance frequency (5000 Hz vs 500 Hz) and roughly 
comparable Q give it an extremely favorable initial plausibil- 
ity for use as a driver. In fact the figure of merit tums out to 
be roughly the same as that of the moving-magnet device 
described above. 

For this reason, and also because it appeared equally 
promising for use as the driver in impulse response experi- 
ments, we undertook an investigation of its properties under 
both sine wave and impulse conditions of operation. A pre- 
liminary account of this investigation was presented in 1982 
at the Orlando ASA meeting • while somewhat more detail 
on the impulse response aspects was provided at a confer- 
ence at the University of Iowa in the spring of 1983. 3 The 
remainder of the present article is devoted to a discussion of 
the verification and calibration procedures required for the 
measurement of input impedances using a continuous sweep 
frequency scan, with major emphasis on our own device 
based on the use of a piezoelectric disk driver and electret 
microphone. As remarked earlier, the properties of the same 
type of device when used for impulse-response measure- 
ments will be described in a subsequent paper. 

II. THEORY OF THE SINUSOIDALLY EXCITED 
PIEZOELECTRIC DRIVER 

The acoustical input impedance Zn (pressure/volume 
flow) of some unknown air column may be calculated in 
terms of the pressure p• measured at the driving point if the 
injected flow amplitude u• produced by the excitory piston is 
known. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the piezoelectric 
drive system. Here, m, R, and s represent the effective iner- 
tia, damping, and elastic constants of the "main" vibratory 
mode of the piezoelectric disk (the influence of other drive- 
disk modes can normally be made to appear as only a minor 
perturbation; see the Appendix). The effective cross section 
S of the effective piston is defined as the area of a rigid disk 
which displaces the same amount of air as does the piezo 
driver when the piston amplitude is equal to the modal am- 
plitude of the driver. 

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the piezoelectric drive system. 

Two forces act on the elementary modal oscillator: ( 1 ) a 
piezoelectric force KVo exp (jtot) exerted on the piston; this 
is produced by a sinusoidal drive voltage of amplitude Voand 
frequency to, and (2) a reacti øn force (-p•S) exerted on 
the piston by the acoustical pressure that exists at the driving 
point within the air column under study. The equation of 
motion of the piston is then 

rn• + Rio + sx = KVo exp(jtot) -- p•S. ( 1 ) 
From the definition of the air column impedance we 

recognize that 
p• = ($•)Z• (2) 

whence the equation of motion becomes 
m)• + (R + S2Z.)ic + sx=KVoexp(jtot). (3) 

The steady-state solution of Eq. (3) is then 
x(t) = [s -- rate 2 +jto(R q- ..•2Zii) ] -IKI•o 

X exp(jtot). (4) 
Our working equation may now be obtained from F.q. (2) by 
using the relation J• =jtox and Eq. (4): 

p, ( t ) = Zn(. s jtoKS ) Vo exp( jtot ) ' -- mto 2 +jto(R + $2• n) 
(Sa) 

p• ( t ) = Zn '(s/jto + jrnto + R)( 1/$ 2) + Z• 
X Vo exp(jtot). (5b) 

Equation (5a) shows further that if the Z n term in the 
denominator is sufficiently small, then measurement of the 
p • associated with a known drive voltage gives Z• in terms of 
a calibration function; this may be calculated from the pa- 
rameters of the excitation system and is essentially indepen- 
dent of Z•. 

Equation (5b) shows •hat the criterion for the ignor- 
ability of Z• in the denominator is that the acoustical im- 
pedance Zp of the drive piston (as seen by the air column) be 
always very much larger than Z• itself. 

Under the condition that the driver impedance is large 
enough that Z• can be ignored in the denominator of Eqs. 
(5a) and (5b), we may rewrite these equations in yet an- 
other, more directly usable, form: 

• [ jto(K$/m) • 
p•(t) = z•top• _ to2 +jgto ) Ixø exp(jtot). (6) 

Here, top = x•-/rn is the modal natural frequency of the driv- 
er, and g = R/rn is the modal half-power bandwidth. We 
notice at once that if the drive voltage signal is passed 
through an integrating circuit on its way to the piezo trans- 
ducer, thejto factor in the numerator of the calibration func- 
tion is removed, so that the pressure signal is directly propor- 
tional to Z• • times an easily determined resonance factor, as 
shown in Eq. (7): 

p,i(t)=Z,•(-2 constant ' ) \top_---•-• +j•to Voexp(jtot). (7) 
Here, the added i subscript onp•i indicates that the dynami- 
cal system now includes an integrator along with the original 
harmonic oscillator drive piston. 
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It is worthwhile at this point to comment briefly on the 
nature of the errors introduced into the measurement of Z, 
v/a Eq. (7) that arise because ofits suppression in the cali- 
bration function. The worst error arises when Z• • has a max- 
imum value at a frequency near •op (where the driver imped- 
ance is a minimum). Analysis shows that for an air column 
whose general shape is even roughly elongated, with small 
entryway taper and an cssentiaily open far end, the frequen- 
cies at which the apparent magnitude of Z, is maximum 
according to Eq. (7) are displaced from those which make 
Z• • itself a maximum by an amount (that is exact for a uni- 
form pipe) estimated in Eq. (8): 
(Ate/co), ---- --[2/(2n -- l)•r]arctan(R o Im Zr/]Z p 

Here, (Ace/co), is the fractional frequency shift of the nth 
impedance maximum, Im Zp is the imaginary part of the 
acoustical impedance of the piston as seen by the air column, 
and R o is the wave impedance of the air column in the fre- 
quency region of interest. [For the general nonuniform air 
col_utah we find the most useful definition of Z o as being Z• 
measured under the condition that the far end is given a 
reflection-free termination. See Eq. (15a) and the associated 
discussion. ] There is essentially no error associated with Zp 
in the determination of frequencies at which Zt• has its mini- 
ma. 

In summary then, if the stiffness of the piezoelectric disk 
is sufficiently large relative to the highest possible input im- 
pedance of the air column under study, then the acoustical 
pressure observed at the input end of the air column is an 
accurate measure of the air eolumn's own input impedance, 
subject only to a resonant risc in the apparent magnitude 
(and a corresponding phase shift) in the immediate neigh- 
borhood of the transducer's own natural frequency. (Cer- 
tain complications to this remark are discussed in the Ap- 
pendix.) In other words, impedance measurements are very 
straightforward at frequencies well below •Oo, and (if neces- 
sary) they can be easily corrected throughout the frequency 
region of transducer resonance. NO SERVO IS NEEDED! 

III. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the experimental set- 
up used to test the behavior of our original impedance mea- 
surement head. A 27-ram piezo beeper ( removed from a Ra- 
dio Shack Cat. No. 273-060 signslier ) is sealed to the end of a 
heavy-walled segment of 15-ram i.d. tubing by means of sili- 
cone RTV cement. This diameter was chosen because it 
closely matches the bore of a normal B-flat clarinet, the 
mouthpiece i.d. of an alto saxophone, and (more roughly) 
the rim size of trumpet and horn mouthpieces•--all instru- 
ments of considerable interest to one of us (AHB), The acci- 
dent that the nodal circle for mode 1 of the selected piezo- 
electric disk has a diameter only a little larger than 15 mm 
merely made the preliminary design more convenient. It 
should be made explicit that, in the course of our subsequent 
analysis, all references to the various modes of this disk refer 
to the system as actually mounted in the apparatus. The 
choice of a particular mounting circle has no influence on the 
methods needed for its analysis and only a little on the practi- 
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FIG. 3. Layout of the piezo drivcr/electret microphone impedance, and 
(cylindrical) test air column. 

ca!'behavior of the system (see the Appendix for a discussion 
of these matters). 

In the 4 years since the use of this type of impedance 
head began in the laboratory at Case Western Reserve Uni- 
versity, all brands of piezo and electret transducers have 
proved satisfactory and essentially interchangeable, subject 
only to straightforward adjustments for piezo disk reso- 
nance frequency and Q and the equalization of the micro- 
phone. As a matter of fact, the driver Q tends always to be in 
the neighborhood of 5. 

A Radio Shack Cat. No. 270-092A electret microphone 
is mounted very close to the driver to serve as the pressure 
pickup in the impedance head. This microphone has a very 
nearly fiat frequency response over the 50-5000-Hz range of 
primary interest, with a slight rise centered around 5000 Hz 
that was compensated via a multiple-RC network to simplify 
the interpretation of all the measurements. This microphone 
(whose central aperture is 6 mm from the plane of the driver 
disk) is mounted so that its diaphragm is normal to the axial 
direction of any mechanical vibration that might be set up in. 
the system by the driver element, and the diaphragm is of 
very low mass. This assures that mechanical vibrations 
(along the pipe axis) from the driver are not appreciably 
coupled to the microphone. Auxiliary experiments were per- 
formed not only to find the conditions under which vibra- 
tions are picked up but also to verify that in our main experi- 
ments the configuration is such that the vibration 
contribution to any signal voltages measured from the mi- 
crophone is invisible in the presence of signals from the de- 
sired acoustical disturbances. Other disturbances associated 
with the mounting of the impedance head assembly are dis- 
cussed below. 

As hinted earlier, the discussion in Sec. V shows that if 
the microphone is displaced somewhat from the driving 
("closed") end of the tube, there are generally only small 
effects on the frequencies and magnitudes of the observed 
impedance peaks, whereas significant corrections may be re- 
quired in the neighborhood of the impedance dips. The ques- 
tion of high-Q phase errors is set aside for the present. 
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As shown in Fig. 3, the impedance head described above 
is waxed to a piece of precision-bore 15-mm-i.d. nickel-silver 
tubing (trombone slide material) to produce an air column 
whose physical length from the unflanged open end to the 
closure provided by the piezo driver is 833 mm. Such a tube 
is expected to have an impedance function whose peaks lie at 
frequencies that are close to the odd multiples of 100 Hz and 
whose dips are near the even multiples of 100 Hz. 

Data on the response curve (expected to be proportional 
to the input impedance of the pipe that extends from driver 
to open end) were taken in several ways in order to extract 
detailed information on several aspects of the system behav- 
ior. As remarked in the text between Eqs. (15) and (16), for 
an air column having zero taper at its entry (but otherwise 
having arbitrary variations of cross section and dissipation 
over its length), the geometric mean of its input impedance 
measured at the peaks and dips is a constant equal to the 
wave impedance (pc/rra2). In other words, the ratio of the 
impedance magnitudes (measured at the peaks and dips) to 
the duct's wave impedance depends only on the net round- 
trip attenuation, and not at all on the detailed way in which 
this attenuation is produced. 

An overall view of the behavior of the system can be 
obtained with the help of a General Radio Model 1900 wave 
analyzer coupled to a model 1521 level recorder. Figure 4 
shows an example of data obtained using this procedure 
when a tuft of fiberglass is inserted near the open end of the 
tube. The damping is added to reduce the displaced-micro- 
phone effects associated with the measurement of imped- 
ance minima; reducing these effects simplifies the initial in- 
terpretation of the data being presented. To reduce 
instrumental noise problems, the analyzer is operated at a 
10-Hz bandwidth setting, which is considerably narrower 
than the width of any air column resonances in the experi- 
ments of present interest, and therefore their shape is not 
distorted. The response curve shown in Fig. 4 is traced in dB 
form to show clearly the frequency trends of the peak and dip 
heights and to facilitate display of the trend of the geometric 
mean of the signal strengths measured at the impedance 
maxima and minima. This trend line, which (on a logarith- 
mic plot) lies midway between the trend lines of the peaks 
and the dips, is shown as a beaded line across the graph. The 
small circles on this line are calculated as follows. At the 

FIG. 4. Solid line: observed pressure response (impedance) curve for the 
test air column. The vertical dB scale is 20 log(Pob./Pf•r) with arbitrary 
reference. Beaded line: midline of the impedance curve. Smooth solid curve: 
calculated rise expected ofmidline due to first-mode resonance of the driver 
disk (displaced downward 10 dB). 

frequency of the jth minimum, the signal level Mj of the 
midline is given by 

= 

Here, P•_ • and P• + • are the signal levels measured for the 
peaks on each side of the dip whose signal level is Dj dB. 

The fact that our midline does not come out to be a 
horizontal straight line gives direct evidence that either (a) 
the frequency dependence of the pickup microphone and/or 
the piezo drive system is nonuniform, or (b) some sort of 
saturation phenomenon is taking place at the peaks, and/or 
the dips are being obscured by stray noise. The microphone's 
own nonuniformity of response around 5000 Hz has already 
been compensated for, leading us to deduce that the first part 
of item (a) has been ruled out. This leaves for further consi- 
deration, then, only the frequency dependence of the driver 
and the phenomenon referred to in (b). 

Two things are very nearly suttieient to rule out the pos- 
sibility of noise contamination and amplifier saturation: the 
fact that the peaks and dips are of a symmetrical shape that is 
essentially identical with that predicted by the theory of cy- 
lindrical pipes, and the fact that this shape does not change 
as the absolute levels of the dips (at high frequencies) rise 
above the levels of the low-frequency peaks. The cleanness of 
the plotted curve in the neighborhood of the dips (even at 
low frequencies) is itself a strong indication that noise is not 
a problem. 

Direct measurement shows that a measurable peak-to- 
dip ratio of nearly 103 (60 dB) may be spanned suCCeSsfully 
with apparatus of this type. The limiting parameters may be 
recognized to be the following. ( 1 ) The upper bound on the 
resonance curve is ultimately set by the piezo drive voltage 
around 10 V at 100 Hz, which will overload (by approx 10 
dBV) the pickup microphone at frequencies where there are 
peaks. (2) If intertransducer leakage is made negligible, the 
limiting signal at the dips is determined by the microphone 
noise---a few/•V ( - 115 dBV)--within the 10-Hz analyzer 
bandwidth. 

Also shown in Fig. 4 is a smooth line giving the (unnor- 
malized) midline response curve that would be obtained if 
an ideal, uniform transmission line were to be measured on 
an impedance head differing from ideality only by way of the 
resonance peak of the piezo driver. This curve is calculated 
on the basis of the values %/2zr=5000 Hz and 
Q( = •op/g• ) = 5 (these were measured for the driver in an 
auxiliary experiment). The midline computed from the mea- 
sured resonance curve runs quite precisely parallel to the one 
obtained from data on the transducer alone, showing that 
the system is behaving very much in accord with the theory 
outlined in Sec. II. 

In order to provide more detailed, confirmatory infor- 
mation about the magnitude of the impedance peaks and 
dips and their positions along the frequency axis, similar 
experiments were performed in which the microphone signal 
voltages were read using a B&K type 2425 ac voltmeter. 
These were recorded at the positions of the impedance peaks 
and dips to beyond 7500 Hz. The corresponding excitation 
frequencies were read from an HP model 5314A frequency 
counter whose resolution was increased to 0.1 Hz by feeding 
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it via a 10-to-I ratio phase-locked frequency multipher. 
Peak-and-dip data taken in this manner can be plotted exact- 
ly as before to confirm their precise agreement with the strip- 
chart display discussed above, and to show the reproducibil- 
ity of the results when the apparatus is disassembled and 
reassembled several days later. 

While experiments of the sort oufiined above can pro- 
vide quite precise information on the magnitude behavior of 
the measurement system, they do not provide any assurance 
that the resonance frequencies (and so also the phase prop- 
erties of the system} are behaving according to expectation. 
We will next consider experiments to detect whether an in- 
sulticienfiy large driver impedance is causing any possible 
perturbing effects on the frequencies of the impedance peaks. 
Figure 5 shows the trend of the measured impedance-peak 
(normal mode ) frequencies, as compared with the expected 
frequencies calculated theoretically for a simple tube when 
account is taken of viscous and thermal boundary-layer d- 
fects. The measured positions of the response peaks were 
taken to lie halfway between points of equal (and small but 
easily recognizable) reduction in the response on either side 
of the desired peak. (This procedure is safe for measure- 
ments on a cylindrical air column where the peaks are sym- 
metrical, but it is quite inappropriate for use with conical or 
trumpetlike air columns, where the impedance peaks can 
have a distinctly sawtooth shape.) 

To compare these "peak" frequencies with those pre- 
dicted by theory, we have plotted the nearly constant value 
of the "reduced frequency" •, as a function of the mode 
number n, as calculated via Eq. (9): 

•, = [f,/(2n - 1 ) ] [Co/c(f, } ]. 
Here,f, is the measured frequency, Co is the free-space veloc- 
ity of sound, and c(f,') is the velocity of sound within the air 
column as calculated at the frequencyf, using the following 
formula22: 

c(f)/Co = [1 + (O. 1045/a)(250/f)'n] -•. (10) 
Here, a is the tube radius in millimeters. On the basis of Eq. 
(10) we my interpret •, as being the nth estimate of the 
first-mode frequency in a pipe in which there is no boundary 
layer effect. We note from the figure that aside from a small, 
systematic zigzag disturbance in the region of 1000 Hz, the 
system behavior is extremely uniform, with only a slightly 
rising tendency over the range of the first 34 modes (i.e., 
from nbout 100 Hz to about 7000 Hz). In particular, there is 
no sign whatever of any kinking in the neighborhood of the 
5(X}0-Hz driver resonance frequency. According to the dis- 
cussion associated with Eq. (8) and subject to the (justified) 
proviso that the 6-mm displacement of the microphone from 
the driving disk does not significantly move the positions of 
the observed response peaks from the input impedance 
maxima of the air column, this implies that even around the 
driver's resonance frequency (where the magnitude of Zp 
has a minimum and its imaginary part crosses zero), the 
driver impedance is so high that the positions of the air col- 
umn impedance peaks are left unperturbed. 

We return now to consideration of the disturbance 
shown in Fig. 5 in the region near 1000 Hz. This is due to a 
closely spaced pair of longitudinal-motion modes belonging 
to the entire system, including the elasticity and inertia prop- 
erties of the box on which the impedance head is mounted 
and its supporting arrangements. The correctness of this in- 
terpretation is demonstrated direcfiy by observing that ex- 
perimentally increasing the mass and/or the stiffness coeffi- 
cients of the support moves the frequency of the disturbance 
and reduces its magnitude. Additional insight into the na- 
ture of the behavior has been gained by a straightforward 
computer simulation of the frequency perturbations. Plausi- 
ble figures for the spring constants, masses, and dampings 
may readily be selected to reproduce disturbances of the ob- 
served type. As a practical matter, it is easy to eliminate all 
traces of support resonance behavior from the experimental 
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FIG. 5. Open symbols: "reduced fre- 
quencies" obtained from the mea- 
sured resonance frequencies belong- 
ing to the test air column [see Eq. 
(9) ]. Upper dashed line: mean value 
of the•e reduced frequencies. The 
straight, lightly dotted lines above 
and below this indicate the standard 
deviation of the mean. Note that the 
extreme ranl•e of discrepancy 
tween the data and the mean value is 
no more than 0.5%. Lower dotted 
curve: expected trend of the reduced 
frequencies calculated for the case 
where the drive-disk impedance is 
low enough at its own resonance fre- 
quency to pcrturb the measure- 
merits. 
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data. The curve shown as Fig. 5 was selected simply as a 
diagnostic aid to the reader to illustrate the nature of several 
possible disturbances. 

The slowly rising trend of the frequency data in Fig. 5 
relative to the horizontal computed line is significantly more 
rapid than any effect that can be deduced from the displaced- 
microphone effects discussed in Sec. IV. We may understand 
its origin, however, in a very straightforward way. The fre- 
quency data were taken (contrary to our normal practice in 
making precision measurements) sequentially from low to 
high frequencies over a period of almost an hour. The tem- 
perature of the room rose over this span of time by about 
2.5 øC, which translates to a rise in the reduced frequency of 
approximately 0.4 Hz, in fair agreement with the observed 
trend. In the present example, sequential taking of data was 
intended to show up the inherent variability of the frequency 
readings themselves. The observed variability (in the range 
of about ___ 0.3 Hz) is consistent with a compounding of 
ordinary measurement errors and the normally just-detect- 
able perturbing effects arising from the statistically varying 
terminating impedance presented to the open tube end by the 
standing wave system of the laboratory room. The existence 
of the latter effect is easily demonstrated by measurements 
taken while the observer's position (or that ofanyorle else in 
the room) is altered by an amount of the order of a half or 
quarter wavelength at the frequency of interest. 

It is our custom to average out such perturbations by 
having a good deal of motion in the laboratory. 23 In a similar 
way temperature effects are eliminated either by the use of 
corrections based on temperature records, or they are rando- 
mized by taking the frequency readings in a random se- 
quence. 

We may conclude on the basis of the foregoing theoreti- 
cal and experimental tests that our new impedance head is 
not only precise and dependable, but also readily subjected 
to analysis. The remaining sections of this article are there- 
fore devoted to a close study of the various perturbation ef- 
fects and calibration procedures that are useful for all of the 
major types of impedance head (and ours in particular). 
Three major claims may be made for our impedance head: It 
is extremely cheap and simple to build; it is easy to calibrate; 
and, as already remarked, it proves also to bc well suited for 
use in impulse-response studies of air columns. 

IV. CORRECTIONS TO THE RESPONSE CURVES 
OBTAINED WITH DISPLACED TRANSDUCERS 

In almost all impedance-measuring setups, data on the 
strength of the exeitory flow source must be obtained at a 
position that is somewhat displaced from the position of the 
pressure detecting microphone. That is, only one of the two 
requisite pieces of data can be obtained at the point at which 
the input impedance is to be measured, so that the measured 
pressure/flow ratio is a transfer impedance rather than the 

ß desired input impedance. This section has two purposes: to 
formulate the problem of converting this transfer impedance 
into the corresponding input impedance, and to indicate the 
conditions under which the conversion process is essentially 
trivial and those when its neglect can lead to serious errors of 
interpretation. 
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Figure 6 defines the geometry and notation used in de- 
scribing a generalized "impedance head." Variables to be 
evaluated at the reference plane where the input impedance 
is to be determined are labeled by a subscript 1, while vari- 
ables associated with a position displaced a distance e down 
the air column are given a subscript 2. Following the usual 
conventions for representation of two-port wave systems, 
the transformation relations between the pressurep and flow 
u variables at points 1 and 2 may be written: 

p• = Ap2 + Bu2, (11) 
u] + Cp2 + Du•. (12) 

Here, the elements of the ABCD matrix depend on the parti- 
cular shape of the air column region between points 1 and 2, 
and they are presumed known for the impedance head in 
question. 

A. Impedance measurement via u• and p= 
In all but one of the impedance measurement setups 

discussed in this article, a known excitory flow u• is either 
produced or measured at the position where the input im- 
pedance is ultimately to be evaluated. A pickup microphone 
then measures P2 a short distance e away from the drive 
point, and the response curve is obtained as a ratio 
U 1 • 221. 

Elimination of the unknown u2 between Eqs. (11) and 
( 12} allows us to write a calibration formula connecting the 
measured 22• with the desired pressure/flow ratio 
u • = Z 1• as follows: 

Z• = [•4 -- (BC /D ) ]Z2• +B/D. (13) 
If, as is usual, the interpoint region is taken to be a loss- 

less duct of uniform cross section $ and length e, then the 
matrix elements will be •4 

A=coske, B=jRosinke, 
C = (j/Ro)sin Ice, D ---- cos ke. 

Here, R o ---- (pc/S) is the wave impedance of the segment, 
and k ---- co/c. (Damping in the duct is easily included, but to 
do so does not significantly change our conclusions.) Expli- 
citly then, Eq. (13) takes the following form: 

Zl l ---- ( Z2• -t- jRo sin ke)/cos ke. (14) 
In order to display some of the properties of this calibra- 

u, -p2,u2 
,b -e--q I 

FIG. 6. Geometry and notation used in the analysis of a generalized imped- 
ance head. 
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tio,n relation, it is useful to invert the problem into a consi- 
deration of the behavior of the observed Z2• associated with 
any parficular Z. 

Z21 = Zll [C, OS k• --j(Ra/Zl! )sill ke]. (15) 

Equations (14) and (15) show clearly that if ke is sufficient- 
ly small, Zz• •Z• •. For example, if the air column of interest 
has a constant area equal to the cross section $ of the imped- 
ance head, an amplitude attenuation coefficient a, a length L 
as measured from the face of the flow source (data point I in 
the present discussion), and a termination Z, at the far end, 
then the impedance Z• is 

Z!i •_ Ro/.. 1_ '•-ff•o tan •L • Q+jtankL / (16a) 
with 

(Ro/Z,) + tanh aL • ao = ¾ (16b) 

If we confine our present attention to the case where the 
terminating impedance Z t is resistive, then Qo becomes sim- 

ply the standing wave ratio, and it serves as a measure of the 
net damping of the air column. It can readily be shown that 
under these conditions, Qo -- (F-F 1 )/(F-- 1 ), where F is 
the round trip attenuation of a traveling wave that arises 
from transmission loss down and back in the waveguide plus 
reflection loss its far end. Inspection of Eq. (16) shows at 
once that the peaks of the impedance function are real, and 
they lie at frequencies for which kL----(2n--l)•r/2 
(n = 1,2,3,...); inspection also shows that the impedance is 
real, with magnitude RoQ o. Similarly, the dips have real 
magnitudes and axe located at frequencies that make 
kL -- m•r (m -- 0,1,2,3,..). This means that the geometric 
mean of Z• and Zdip is R o itself, a result of great signifi- 
eance for the interpretation and checking of impedance data. 
Note that these remarks on the relation of Z•.•, Z•p, and 
R o via F apply equally well to a horn of arbitrary cross sec- 
tion $(x) and arbitrary termination Zt, provided only that 
S(x) be constant in the immediate region of the entryway. In 
this more general case, Fis determined by Re Qo, while the 
frequencies at which the peaks and dips appear depend on 
both the horn shape and Im Qo. 

Substitution of the expression for Z n given in Eq. (16) 
into Eq. (15) leads to the following: 

Z• = Ro( ( eøs ke + sinketankL) +jQo(tankLcoske--sinke)). (1'7) ( + j tan kL ) 

We now explore the behavior of Zz, (the apparent input 
impedance) for a few specially informative examples. For 
simplicity and with little loss of generality, it is assumed 
throughout that the termination at the far end of the air 
column under study is real. 

Example 1. Frequencies for which tan ke is singular. For 
these frequencies Eq. (17) simplifies directly to the form 
Zz• ---- --jR• independent of the value ofkL. While no in- 
formation is made available at these frequencies about the 
standing wave properties of the air column, one does obtain a 
direct check on the wave impedance R o and on the accuracy 
of any phase measurement procedures that may be in use. 

Example 2. Frequencies near the peaks .of Z w At these 
peaks, Z n =RoQ o (real), and kL = (2n -- l)•r/2. If we 
write kL -- ( 2n -- 1 ) rr/2 -- 3, then tan kL = cos 3, where S 
is a measure of the shift of the excitation frequency away 
from that which gives a peak. Using this notation, a calcula- 
tion carried out to first order in • shows that (subject to the 
nonsingularity of tan ke) the peaks of Z•l fall at frequencies 
that are shil•ed from those of Zn by an amount 

(AoJ/ro). = [ -- 1/(2n -- 1) ]arctan[ (tan ke)/Q• ]. 
(18) 

At the peaks, the impedance is very nearly real, and its mag- 
nitude is 

Z2"•=QoRocoske[l + (tanke/Qo)2] •/• (19) 
! 

! 

Recall that Z •' = QoRo, so that for a lightly damped sys- 
tem (with ke < 3 or 4), the product of cos ke and the square- 
root factor constitutes the desired relation between Zz• and 
Z n. For low frequencies where ke • 1 and/or where Qo)' 1, 
the factor enclosed in braces limits to unity. At the 7000-Hz 
upper limit of our experimental work (34th air column 

. mode), a 10-mm value for e (significantly larger than what 
was actually used) gives ke = 1.275 tad; if Qo is given the 
plausible value of 5, this square-root factor has risen nearly 
20% to the value 1.196, and the frequencies of the observed 
peaks are reduced from those belonging to Z• • by the ratio 1/ 
1.004. Calculation at 7000 Hz using the actual value (e = 6 
nun; ke =0.7649 tad) shows that the magnitude factor 
differs from unity by only 1.8% and the frequency shift is 1/ 
1.001. In short, the magnitude needs only correction for the 
leading cosine factor ( = 0.7214), while the frequency mea- 
surements summarized in Fig. 5 normally need not be cor- 
rected for shifts produced by the displaced pickup micro- 
phone unless Qo is quite small. We should recall, however, 
that in the extreme situation, where ke = rr/2 (8625 Hz if 
e ---- 10 ram), the magnitude of Z•, at the frequencies of its 
own peaks has the limiting value R.o, independent of Qo and 
kL. 

Example 3. The behavior of Z2t in the neighborhood of 
the dips Let kL = mrr + 8, so that tan kL = tan 8(8•1). 
Provided again that tan ke is nonsingular, the observed im- 
pedance is given by 

Z21 =Ro((coske+ tan g sin ke)+jQo(tangcoske--sink. e)). (t2o +jtan 8) 
(20) 
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The magnitude of Z2] at its minima is given by 

z2•in=(Ro)coske(ll+tan•ke •/2 (21) Qo + (tan ke/Qo)U ' 
Here we recall that Z•'n=Ro/Qo . If e= 10 mm and 
Qo = 5, the square-root factor at 7000 Hz has a value of 2.87, 
so that ff cos ke is divided out, the apparent value of Z] ] is 
83.6% of the correct value Ro/Qo. Ire has the experimental 
value of 6 mm, Z•] = 0.982 Ro/Qo, a very small discrepancy. 
On the other hand, the frequencies at which the dips of Z• 
appear are significantly displaced from the positions of the 
Z• ] dips. If ke • 1, 

(Ao•/a0= = e/L. (22) 
In short, the dips appear at positions belonging to a tube 
whose length has been reduced by the amount e from its true 
value L. 25 

Example 4. Frequencies near the midline of Z• •. Here we 
take the values kL = (m + 1/4)•r (m = 0,1,2,...), so that 
tan kL = ñ 1. At these frequencies we have [Z]•[ --- R o and 
tan •b•l = (Qo 2 -- 1 )/2Qo. To begin, we note that at low fre- 
quencies, where ke • 1, 

Z2• =Ro[(1 -T-jQo)/(Qo•J)] = •:jRo. (23) 
The magnitude of Z2t matches that of Z• •, but the phase is 
reversed. At higher frequencies, there are discrepancies of 
both phase and magnitude. Again in the special case of 
ke•.fr/2, Z2]-• --jRo for both signs of tan kL, so that the 
sign of the phase is wrong at alternate points. 

Conclusions. We now summarize the major results out- 
lined in Sec. IV A by outlining the overall features of the 
relation between the observed Z2• and the desired Z• •. The 
general behavior of Z2• is illustrated in Fig. 7, as calculated 
for a 23.4-mm-diam tube (Ro = 17.78 cgs ll), having a 
length L = 780 mm and damping chosen to make Qo = 10. 
The pressure microphone is assumed to be at a distance 
e = 75 mm from the driving end. In this example we observe 
the following. 

5• 

40 

FRœOUENCY (Hz) 
4•30 ' 5000 

FIG. 7. Calculated curve to illustrate the behavior of Za• as a function of 
frequency over the range 0 < ke < 2ft. 

(a) The envelope of the peaks and the dips in the trans- 
fer impedance shows that their magnitudes are both reduced 
by the factor cos ke (excePt in the special ease where 
ke = fr/2, which needs special attention). 

(b) For all frequencies for which ke < 1, the magnitudes 
of the observed peaks and dips quite closely match the values 
RoQ o or Ro/Qo, once the cosine factor has been taken into 
account. 

(c) In all cases for which ke < 1, the observed transfer 
impedance peaks are located at frequencies very close to 
those belonging to the desired Z• function. The frequency 
"detuning" action of the displaced microphone may be tak- 
en into account by considering that it acts to lengthen the 
effective air column length by the small amount implied to 
Eq. (18). 

(d) At low frequencies and dampings (ke< 1, and 
Qo > 5), the frequencies of the observed impedance dips are 
considerably displaced from those of Z•. The amount may 
be accurately estimated by treating the measurement as be- 
ing made on a tube having its length reduced from its origi- 
nal length L to the value (L -- e). 

(e) The phase error between Z•].and Z]] is very small 
near the impedance peaks, quite small around the dips, and 
large and fluctuating near the magnitude midline. 

(f) For the case where tan ke is singular, Z2] = -iRe, 
independent of Qo and kL. The arrows near 1153 and 3460 
Hz in Fig. 7 call attention to these special points. 

B. Impedance measurement via p• and u= 
The analysis for the case where the desired input imped- 

ance Z• is to be deduced on the basis of measured values of 
p• and u2 may be carried out in a manner that closely paral- 
lels that presented in See. IV A above. However, the results 
are most easily interpreted if the analysis deals with the rela- 
tion between the admittances Y• (=u•/p•) and Y•2 
( = u2/p•). The primary relationship, expressed in terms of 
the ,4BCD matrix elements, is 

Y]] =C/,4 + Y]2[D-- (BC/A)]. (24) 
If we consider (as before) that the region between the 

two transducers is a cylindrical duct of length e and wave 
impedance R o, then Eq. (24) takes the form 

]r]• = Y]2( 1/cos ke) + (j/Ro)tan ke. (25) 
In other words, the input impedance of the system may be 
thought of as the parallel combination of the observed trans- 
fer impedance (as modified by the by-now-familiar cos ke 
factor) and the impedance of a "dosed pipe of length e." It is 
perhaps useful to notice at this point that in the low-frequen- 
cy limit, Eq. (25) represents the parallel combination of Z] 2 
and the impedance of a simple cavity whose volume is that of 
the inter-transducer segment. 

In the only practical embodiment of thep], us measure- 
ment procedure (that of Pratt et a l. as described in Sec. I E ), 
the inter-transducer region consists of two parts, the cup and 
the entry (of much smaller diameter) to the backbore of a 
trombone mouthpiece. This composite assembly may be 
modeled for present purposes as a segment of length t and 
wave impedance Ro joined to a segment of length b and wave 
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impedance KRo (in practice, t/b;2 and K> 10). We will 
not present the written-out version of the transfer matrix for 
tb•s composite system, but will merely present a summary of 
results from detailed calculations based upon it, to show how 
Eq. (24) behaves in various special cases. 

(a) In the low-frequency limit ( kt • 1 and kb • 1 ), Z• • is 
given as in Eq. (25) by the parallel combination of the trans- 
fer impedance Z•2 and the impedance of a cavity whose vol- 
ume is that of the entire region between the transducers. 

(b) In the low-frequency limit, the observed peakS of 
Z•2 lie at frequencies very close to those belonging to an air 
column that is "closed" at the velocity-transducer position. 
However, the dips lie at frequencies that are rather close to 
those belonging to the.complete air column back to point 1. 
Note that the peak and dip frequency shifts have the exact 
inverse of the behavior discussed in parts (c) and (d) in the- 
conclusion of Sec. IV A. 

(c) In the low-frequency limit, the phase angle of Zl2 at 
the observed peaks and dips is very close to zero. Also, the 
magnitude and phase of Z• may be recovered by straightfor- 
ward methods based on the shunt-cavity picture of the sys- 
tem. 

(d) When kt = •r/2 and kb is arbitrary, the calibration 
formula becomes 

Y• ---- ( l/jRoK tan kb ) -- Y•2(K sin kb -- cos kb cot kb ). 
(26) 

The leading term on the right has a peculiar appearance, 
being the admittance of an open tube of length b and wave 
impedance KR o. The factor multiplying Y•2 is also peculiar 
in that it has a reversed sign. 

(e) When kb = •r/2 and kt is arbitrary, the result has a 
closely similar basic form, again with some curious features 
Y, = (l/jRoKtankt) -- •2(Ksinkt+coskt). (27) 
The shunt term once again represents an open tube of small 
cross section, but this time its length t is that of the larger 
segment of the actual system! The factor multiplying Y•2 is 
again negative, being similar in appearance to the version of 
Eq. (26), but with t and b interchanged. 

( f} In the special case where both kt and kb are equal to 
•r/2, the relation between Yn and Y• is particularly simple 

y. = - KYso. (28) 
Here we find a reversal of sign and a scale factor equal to the 
cross-sectional area ratio of the two segments of the inter- 
transducer region. 

Analogous investigations earfled out using various oth- 
er (plausible) representations of a system in wMch there is a 
cross-section change always show the same basic results, 
which may be summarized as follows. In the low-frequency 
limit, the calibration relation between the observed transfer 
impedance and the desired input impedance always shows 
the presence of a shunt compliance associated with the inter- 
transducer volume. In this limit, the interpretation of experi- 
mental data requires an auxiliary conversion process, but 
this is straightforward. At higher frequencies, however, the 
data-reduction procedure is complicated and extremely de- 
pendent on the precise values of apparatus parameters that 
may be difficult to measure. 

C. Impedance measurement using the capillary-tube 
apperatus---measured pl and 

In the capillary-tube method of impedance measure- 
ment, one deduces the input impedance Z2• at the exit point 
of the drive capillary in terms of the ratio H2• -----p2/p• of the 
microphone signals measured at its two ends. In terms of the 
elements of the appropriate`4BCD matrix, we find 

Pl ----p•(A + B /Z•2). (29) 
The successful functioning of the capillary drive system de- 
pends in an essential way upon the heavy (albeit somewhat 
frequency-dependent) damping of waves in a small-diame- 
ter tube. For this reason it is essential that the complete ver- 
sions of the matrix elements be used in the analysis: 

.4 = cosh ye, (30a) 
B = Z½ sinh ye, (30b) 

where y = a +jfi. Here// is the propagation constant 
(analogous to k), and a is the attenuation constant for the 
capillary, both being evaluated at the frequency of interest. 
Here Z½ is the (now complex and frequency-dependent) 
wave impedance of the tube? '24 

The observed pressure ratio H• may now be written out 
explicitly: 
H2• = (Z22/Zc) [sinh re + (Z22/Zc)cosh Ye] -•. (31) 
Clearly, for the system to be useful at all, .the magnitude of 
Z22/Z½ must be considerably less than unity even at the 
peaks of Z22. If this condition is met, 
Z22 = H• •Zc [ (sinh ae cos//e ) + j( cosh cte sin fie ) ]. (32) 

While we will not make a detailed analysis of the behav- 
ior of the calibration factor here that connects Z22 with the 
measuredp•/p•, it is worthwhile to outline its major features 
in the briefest way. In what follows, the phrase low-frequen- 
cy limit refers to frequencies at which the viscous and ther- 
mal boundary layer thickness • in the capillary is significant- 
ly larger than the tube radius, leaving the quantities ae and 
fie free to take on any value. For reference purposes it is 
useful to exploit the following round-number relationship: 

g•O. 100xf•/f mm (33') 
(practical capillaries tend to have radii in the order ofO. 15 to 
0.25 ram). 

As the ratio 3/(capillary radius) falls with rising fre- 
quency, Re Zc falls toward the familiar value ofR o = ( pc/ 
S) belonging to the large tube where boundary layer effects 
are negligible. Meanwhile, the imaginary part of Z½ falls to 
zero. All this implies that the factor of Z½ on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (31 ) has a magnitude that progressively falls with 
rising frequency. On the other hand, under the square-root 
sign, sin • fie rises with frequency, while sinh • ae falls slowly. 
The overall result is that the net ratio Z22/H2• can be made 
approximately independent of frequency. 

It proves possible in practice to achieve considerable 
precision using a capilla• drive system for the measurement 
of impedance magnitude (albeit with the help of an empiri- 
cally obtained correction curve when accuracy better than a 
few percent is required); however, it is clear from the com- 
plication of wave propagation in a narrow tube that phase 
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measurements are essentially impossible to make with the 
capillary drive system. 

The practical problem of designing a suitable capillary is 
solved as follows. First, the tube length and radius are select- 
ed in such a way that the calibration factor in Eq. (32) is 
satisfactorily independent of frequency. Next, enough of 
these rather narrow capillaries are grouped in parallel to 
assure sufficient drive (low enough aggregate Z½ ) without 
compromising the requirement that Z2"•/Z ½ g l. Some- 
times a single capillary provides adequate excitation (de- 
pending on the natdre of the air column under study) and 
sometimes a very large number of passages are required, 
which can be provided by using a bundle of fine wires packed 
into a tube. The capillaries designed by Backus and by Caus- 
s6 et al. are particularly interesting because they may be de- 
pendably reproduced. 

Note that while the capillary drive impedance head can 
be calibrated for accurate measurement of impedance mag- 
nitudes, the complexity of its phase behavior is such as to 
make its use inappropriate if both Re Z. and Im Z•l are to 
be measured. 

V. CALIBRATION METHODS 

In the most general sense of the word, any impedance 
measuring apparatus worth the name can, by its very nature, 
be given a calibration. All that is required is to attach it to 
some sort of air column whose input impedance can be cal- 
culated on the basis of its geometrical proportions. In the 
strictest sense, this calculation needs only to be done at a 
single frequency. As a practical matter, the calibration pro- 
ccss very nearly coincides with the verification procedures 
that are carried out to prove that the apparatus is working 
correctly. 

We have already seen that the theory of nontapered 
waveguides serves very well as the basis of a sensitive and 
easily interpreted series ofveritieation tests. For routine cali- 
bration purposes then, one needs only to make a measure- 
ment run using a segment of pipe of suitable diameter and of 
almost any length. The midline era dB plot of the impedance 
function gives an absolute calibration of the impedance mag- 
nitude directly in terms of the wave impedance ofpc/$ of the 
pipe. It is convenient to choose a pipe that is long enough to 
"sample" the behavior of the tube at closely spaced frequen- 
cy intervals, with large enough damping that the peak-to-dip 
ratio is not more than five or ten. In this way the trends of the 
calibration curve (e.g., in the neighborhood of a transducer 
resonance) can be readily observed, and allowance made. 
For most purposes, it is customary in this laboratory to use a 
tube of 1.5 to 2 m long, having an inside diameter matching 
that of the impedance head, with perhaps some fiberglass 
damping inserted in the far (open or closed) end. Such a 
tube provides an alternating series of peaks and dips spaced 
45 to 60 Hz apart, and it may be used well past the driver 
resonance frequency in the rare cases when this should ap- 
pear to be necessary. 

The cyhndrical duct provides an unusual special case 
in which the impedance maxima and minima of the calibra- 
tion cavity lie at frequencies where the input impedance is 
purely real. It is mainly for this reason that the chief calibra- 

tion procedures outlined in this article have been based on 
the properties of a uniform duct. Another reason for its use is 
the fact that the associated theory is simple,. precise, and 
highly detailed. The conical woodwinds and the brasses are 
examples of the much wider class of air columns (having a 
nonuniform entryway) where there are significant 
between the positions of the peaks and dips and of the points 
where the impedance function is purely real. 

Calibration procedures based on the use of a reference 
pipe need little discussion beyond the implications already 
drawn in Sees. III and IV. However, there is one important 
but normally minor point that should be commented upon. 
In everything that has been said so far, it has been tacitly 
assumed that no coupling takes place between the two trans- 
ducers by way of the evanescent higher modes of the wave- 
guide. Analysis of the sort carried out by Burkhard and 
Sachs 26 and later by Keefe and Benade •7 shows that for all 
moving-drive-piston, displaced, wall-mounted microphone 
impedance heads (see Sees. I B and D-G), the amount of 
such "proximity effect" coupling is negligible at impedance 
peaks and extremely small at the dips. The chief reason for 
this is that the axially symmetric nodeless displacement pat- 
tern of the driver surface (within the tube ) is orthogonal to 
all higher modes provided the excitory surface remains flat. 
Furthermore, the mildly bulging, nodeless, and axisymmet- 
ric velocity profile that is typical of the Merhaut and piezo 
drivers couples very little to the 01 (i.e., axisymmetric, with 
one radial node) evanescent mode whose response domi- 
nates the proximity interaction. Furthermore, this mode has 
almost completely evanesced in the distance e down the tube 
to the position of the microphone if e• the tube radius a. 
Thus the little disturbance that is produced does not reach 
the microphone•a fortunate circumstance, because mount- 
ing the microphone on the wall of the tube couples it strongly/ 
to whatever 01 mode might have survived! 

How_ever, the capillary-drive type of impedance head 
can be subject to proximity effects, in a manner discussed in 
detail in the articles cited above. Furthermore, the use of a 
piston driver whose diameter is significantly smaller (or 
larger) than that of the main tube subjects the impedance 
head to a particularly virulent form of evanescent-mode in- 
teraction, and so should be avoided. 

Another form of calibration reference that is sometimes 
employed is the impedance of a cavity of accurately known. 
dimensions. For this purpose it is customary to make the 
cavity short enough that its linear dimensions are consider- 
ably less than A/8 at all frequencies of interest, so that its 
impedance can be taken to be that of a simple compliance. s 
In this limit, for a cavity of length h and radius a, we may 
write 

Z•,• = ( pc•/•rr•h ) (l/j•) 
X [I + (I +a/h)(l.13•/a)] -•. (•4) 

Suppose, for example, that h -- 15 mm and a ---- 7.5 ram, 
and that the pressure and excitory flow are assumed to bc 
measured at coincident points. This assumption is clearly 
consistent with the h •A/8 requirement stipulated above, 
because the inter-transducer distance e necessarily satisfies 
the inequality e•h, and we are ignoring proximity effects 
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that can, in fact, become extremely important. At frequen- 
cies below $0 Hz (where • = 0.22 mm), the magnitude of 
the impedance is reduced below its nominal value by more 
than 4.7% as a result of the (predominantly thermal) 
boundary layer correction factor. 
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APPENDIX: MODAL EFFECTS OF THE DRIVE DISK 

Figure A1 shows the mounting configuration of the 
piezoelectric driver disk on the end of an impedance head. 
The driver itself is constructed in the form of a capacitor. 
One of the electrodes is a thin metal disk, and a somewhat 
smaller disk of ceramic piezoelectric material constitutes the 
dielectric while a metallizing layer deposited on the ceramic 
acts as the second electrode. During manufacture the ceram- 
ic is "formed" in such a way as to make it expand radially 
when the capacitor is charged one way, and to contract when 
the charging polarity is reversed. Because it is bonded to a 
metal disk, the electrically caused radial expansion or con- 
traction of the piezoelectric material causes the whole as- 
sembly to bulge one way or the other in an axial direction. 

As shown in the figure, the driver disk is hermetically 
and fiexibly sealed to the end of the impedance head assem- 
bly by a ring of RTV rubber, whose elastic properties can 
sometimes play a significant role in the functioning of the 
system. For simplicity, the ring of RTV will initially be as- 
sumed to have a radius equal to that of the nodal circle of the 
disk's own (axially symmetric) first-mode vibrational 
shape, as shown in the left-hand part of Fig. A2. For the sake 

of generality in the discussion to come, the vibrational mode 
of the driver disk system in which there is only one nodal 
circle will be referred to as mode (a) and assigned the natu- 
ral frequency t% whether the size of the RTV ring matches 
this circle or not. 

The center part of Fig. A2 shows another vibrational 
type, mode (b), of frequency Wb, that is possible for the drive 
disk and its elastic mounting. Here the disk oscillates en 
bloc, using the rubber ring as its spring. If the ring is on the 
nodal circle belonging to mode (a), this picture of the mo- 
tion is essentially exact; otherwise the disk will move back 
and forth, but with a small amount of curvature as well. We 
will need to consider one further modal vibration in our sys- 
tem: mode (c), having a frequency •o c. The nature of this 
motion (which is similar to the second axially symmetric 
mode of a free disk) is shown in the right-hand part of Fig. 
A2. This mode of oscillation has two nodal circles. 

To begin the analysis of the drive system, we note that 
the original designer of the piezo disk chose the proportions 
of the ceramic part relative to those of the metal disk in such 
a way as to maximize the coupling of the excitation voltage 
to the mode (a) type of motion. It is also clear that the drive 
voltage has very small coupling to mode (b), unless the radi- 
us of the RTV mounting ring is such that in mode (b) the 
disk oscillates with a considerable amount of curvature. The 
coupling of the drive voltage to mode (c) is normally quite 
small, because the ceramic disk overlaps the annular region 
between the two nodal circles, a region where the modal 
curvature is opposite to that induced by the drive signal. 

The driving point pressure (p•)j produced by the jth 
driver mode is given by 

(p.)j = Z. jtoAj2sr f•o (r dr)•b• (r). (A1) 
Here Zl• is the input impedance and a is the internal radius 
of the driven air column, •b• (r) is the vibrational shape of the 
jth driver mode, A• is its amplitude, and to is the excitation 
frequency. We may remark in passing that in calculating the 
analogous excitation pressures of the ith nonpropagating- 

MASSIVE END OF 

AIR COLUMN X• 
METAL DISK 

RUBBER 

MICROPHONE DRIVE VOLTAGE 

FIe. AI. Detailed diagram of the imped- 
ance head. 
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MODE ((I) MODE (h) MODE (c) 

FIG. A2. Vibrntion shapes of rhode (a), mode (b), and mode (c) of the 
piezo disk. 

propagating mode of the air column, the integrand is of the 
form 

l j•o(rdr)Jo(-•)qb•(r) with/zi = 3.83, 7.02 .... 
and Ni is a normalizing factor? 

It is clear that driver modes (a) and (b) are both strong- 
ly coupled to the air column standing wave that is of primary 
interest for impedance measurement. To the extent then that 
they are driven by the electrical excitation signal, both of 
them can influence the observed signal pressure by produc- 
ing resonant rises in the air column response envelope at 
frequencies in the neighborhood of both coa and co s. Figure 
A3 shows a computed example of this phenomenon, which is 
sometimes observed under laboratory conditions. The broad 
peak in the response envelope near unit "relative frequency," 
which is associated with driver mode (a), is the one that has 
been discussed already in Sec. III (see Fig. 4). The second, 
higher-frequency peak is a consequence of driver mode (b), 
whose role tends to be magnified in those experimental set- 
ups that differ from optimum in two important ways. First of 
all, if the radius of the RTV sealing ring is significantly (e.g., 
20%) different from the nodal circle belonging to the isolat- 
ed driver disk, there can be a certain amount of electrical 
drive for mode (b). Also, if the thickness (and hence the 
flexibility) of the rubber is made appreciable, the frequency 
COb is brought down into the domain ofcoa. 

In practice it is possible to avoid trouble with the peak 
around cos by pressing the driver disk firmly against its 
mounting surface during assembly in order to squeeze out 
essentially all of the unpolymerized rubber from the inter- 
face, and by assuring hermeticity by way of a flexible bead of 
rubber just inside the joint. In this way the frequency of 
mode (b) can be pushed up considerably above that of mode 
(a). As a result, the complicating effect of mode ( b ) is made 
negligible even when its electromechanical excitation has 
been made large by supporting the driver at a radius. quite 
different from that of the mode (a) nodal line. 

Inspection of the vibrational shape of mode (c) in Fig. 
A2 in conjunction with Eq. (AI) shows that there is very 
little coupling between this mode and the air column reso- 
nances of interest. In practice then, weak excitation of mode 
(e) by the drive voltage and its weak coupling to the air 
column normally combine to make the resonant rise in the 
response envelope around coc almost invisible. Considerable 
insight into these matters can be obtained if the assumption 
is made that the driver disk modes are at least roughly like 
those of a uniform, free disk of the same radius. That is, for a 
disk of radius b, modes (a) and (c) have the shapes • given 
in Eq. (A2), 2s 

• =Jo(pff/b) withp• =3.83, 7.02 ..... (A2) 
whilepj = 0 for mode (b). This approximation to the vibra- 
tional shapes of modes (a) and (e) is made plausible by the 
fact that the experimental ratio co,/co• =2 is in reasonable 
agreement with the 7.02/3.83 = 1.83 ratio belonging to a 
simple disk. Under these assumptions, it is clear from Eq. 
(AI) that the ordinary coupling of mode (b) to the air col- 
umn is stronger than that of mode (a) by a factor of 2.316. 
Fortunately, it is not normally excited very strongly by the 
electrical driving signal. Furthermore, we find that mode 
(c) is almost totally uncoupled to it. We can go further to 
remark that under our simplifying assumptions, the shapes 
of driver modes (a) and (b) prove to be orthogonal to the 
pressure wave functions of the lowest two {i = 1,2) evanes- 
cent modes of the air column, and so disappear from the 
microphone proximity effects discussed at the end of Sec. V. 
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